Tableau for US Air Force VAULT
How to leverage our Partnership with SAF/CO

Who is Tableau?
We are the leading Data Analytics and Visualization platform on the market today, broadly deployed across the USAF, DoD and IC.

We help people see and understand their data through self-service, easy to use tools that allows everyone from data scientists to casual business users to clean data, visualize data, and answer questions with data.

Through Tableau server, we enable organizations with a flexible, dynamic, and agile data environment accessible via a Web Browser that adapts with the speed of the mission and eliminates the problem of stale data decision making.

How to Access Tableau
Named user-based license model that identifies personnel in an organizational chart where data should be shared, from analysts to casual knowledge workers to commanders.

Tableau holds a BPA with LevelUP to offer discounted pricing and a rapid acquisition path to VAULT users.

We work with you to scale as your use cases scale - contact your Tableau rep for a standard footprint for your organization.

VAULT Use Cases in USAF
Air Mobility: AMC was able to use Tableau to identify that the C-17 Fueling in Oman and Kuwait for roundtrip flight prior to arriving at bases in Afghanistan, which went against policy to fuel on landing, were actually saving money - AMC was able to present these data findings to the commander showing efficiencies, cost savings and even potential of 25 lives saved by negating the need for Army Fuel convoys.

Basing & Logistics: AFMCS used Tableau to integrate data from 80 major Air Force Installations, and find new insights on program performance, sustainment costs, modernization requirements, and potential risks. By forecasting 30 years out with Tableau, AFMCS was able to propose to Gen Goldfein to spend at each MACOM to prioritize maintenance on the primary buildings and focus on consolidating buildings.

Pay, Personnel & Budgeting: AF used Tableau to identify over 30,000 pay issues in over 113 different pay systems. In under 90 days they were able to tackle 20,000 issues that were minor errors and identified 10,000 that were systemic issues (process needed repair - long term that they put a plan around).

What is the value of VAULT?
Immediate Access and Accreditation: Multi-tenant cloud environment that supports Tableau Server (NIPR, SIPR, and JWICS Instances) that is CAC enabled with all necessary accreditations. No need for 2875 or separate ATO.

Don’t recreate the wheel: Access to data collaboration and visualization products from over 40 separate AF organizations on the platform, over 60 data sources, and 4,000 users.

Flexibility in governance - flexibility to structure your environment and manage content based on your specific governance requirements.

VAULT Pricing
Outside of Tableau licensing, VAULT charges for Tenant space to manage and store your data in their cloud environment ($29K/year).

Concerned about getting started? Tableau also offers cleared professional services to get you going even faster:
• Production ready dashboards
• Governed tenant space
• Rapid user adoption
• Data readiness
• Training

Contact your Tableau Team:
Blake Ramsey: bramsey@tableau.com
Janae Dandridge: jdandridge@tableau.com
Maddie Weldon: mweldon@tableau.com